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ABSTRACT

discomfort; difficulty to follow movements; reduced
orientation and guided attention. Based on the findings,
possible practical implications, limitations and inspiration
for future work were discussed.

The consumption of panoramic videos with head-mounted
displays (HMD) has increased rapidly over the past years. A
large number of HMD users watch 360-degree videos at
home, most likely with non-swivel seats. It is important to
understand their viewing experience. This study explored
how the difference in users’ chair type would influence their
viewing experience. In order to achieve this, three types of
chairs were built as the experimental materials in this study:
fixed chair, half swivel chair (the chair that swivels only 90
degrees in each direction) and full swivel chair. A betweensubject design was adopted, with 41 participants recruited
for the formal experiments. One practice video and five
formal videos were selected as the stimuli. Various aspects
of viewing experience were measured, including
exploration, spatial awareness, incidental memory,
enjoyment, concern about missing something, engagement
and simulator sickness, with the use of eye tracking,
questionnaires, tasks and semi-structured interviews.
Results suggested that the fixed chair and the half swivel
chair discouraged exploration for certain videos compared
with the full swivel chair. Additionally, participants in the
fixed chair had worse spatial awareness and greater concern
about missing something for certain video than those in the
full swivel chair. With the fixed chair, however, the users
showed better incidental memory than those in the half
swivel chair. In addition, viewers in the half swivel chair
had greater enjoyment for certain video compared with
those in the full swivel chair. No significant differences
were found in terms of general engagement and simulator
sickness among the three chair conditions. Furthermore,
thematic analysis for post-experiment interviews revealed
four themes regarding the restrictive chairs: physical
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designing the contents of panoramic videos, as at-home
users of HMD are more likely to be seated on a fixed
couch. If the restriction of a fixed chair on exploration is
true, the creators for panoramic videos need to consider
carefully and design the contents intentionally to meet the
preference of at-home users who might not explore much of
the videos actively. Therefore, this study was aimed at
investigating whether there is the effect of chair type on
users’ HMD viewing experience for panoramic videos.
This paper will provide detailed information about this
study. Chapter two will review previous literature related to
the research topic of this study. Chapter three will provide
the experimental design, the hypotheses, the research
methods and the procedure of this study. Chapter four will
describe the findings obtained through data analysis, while
these findings will be discussed in the Chapter five. Finally,
chapter six will present the conclusion of this study.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Previous research into HMD, panoramic video and various
aspects of viewing experience was reviewed and discussed
in this chapter. These research laid the foundation for this
study in building research hypotheses, selecting
experimental materials and gaining useful insights.
2.1 Head-Mounted Display

A HMD usually contains a screen that is fixed in a helmetlike device for the use of two eyes. Bayer et al. [22]
identified four major components of HMD: Image source,
display optics, mounting platform and head/eye tracker.
Image source is a display device for generating information
imagery. The information is then transferred to the viewers’
eyes by display optics. The helmet works as a mounting
platform for the image source and the display optics. The
tracking system obtains the head/eye orientation in order to
provide images from proper perspectives and portray the
virtual environment. HMDs provide an immersive
experience as the users are encapsulated in the virtual
environment and can choose their viewing directions
intuitively via natural head movements [1].

1. INTRODUCTION

Studying user experience for virtual reality is an ongoing
challenge within the field of human-computer interaction.
With rapid advance in technologies, virtual reality has
gained increasing popularity in extensive aspects of life,
ranging from advertising [31], entertainment [8] to
education [38], training [15] and treatment [32]. Headmounted displays (HMD), one of the most popular virtual
reality device, provide users with enormous immersion into
the virtual environment. A noticeable usage of HMD is
playing panoramic videos and offering users a novel
viewing experience which is greatly different from those
delivered by traditional television and cinema. This is called
Cinematic Virtual Reality (CVR). Although there exist
active viewing opportunities that allow users to interact
with the contents of the videos, the majority of the currently
available 360-degree videos are in passive format. Samsung
had one million users of Gear VR HMD in April, 2016,
with around 80% of them watching passive panoramic
videos on the device [18]. Top apps on the Gear VR, such
as Facebook 360, Disney Movie VR, Netflix, etc., also
suggested the popularity of video consumption [36]. Thus,
this study focused on the passive viewing experience of
using HMD for panoramic videos.

Different HMDs vary in their attributes, such as imagery
type (monocular, binocular or stereoscopic), resolution,
field of view (FOV), device weight and display size. These
attributes could influence users’ viewing experience. For
example, a HMD with higher FOV could increase
immersion but decrease resolution and cause distortion
[34].
2.2 Panoramic Video

Panoramic videos include monoscopic 360-degree videos
and stereoscopic 360-degree videos. Stereoscopic videos
add depth information and thus could increase the level of
immersion. However, producing stereoscopic videos
requires complex techniques and precise implementation,
otherwise it would bring discomfort to the viewers and also
cause quality issues [25]. Therefore, the majority of the
current panoramic videos are monoscopic.

Many factors could have an influence on viewing
experience with HMDs. One of them is the chair type. As
was indicated in previous research [3], a fixed chair for
HMD viewing might limit the field of regard (FOR), thus
discouraging users from exploring the contents of the
videos. This point would have important implications for

The production and consumption of panoramic videos is
growing fast due to the improvement of consumer and
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professional panoramic video cameras. The New York
Times is creating a new panoramic video per day [24].
Facebook presented that there had been more than one
million panoramic videos uploaded to its platform by
March, 2017 [12].

concern about missing something [3]. It was suspected that
a fixed chair might limit the field of regard (FOR) and
provide partial guidance for the HMD users about the
viewing directions. Therefore, the HMD viewers’ fear of
missing out was reduced. In another study that compared
different displays, the HMD users sat on a swivel chair
while in CAVE condition a fixed seat was used. Participants
in the CAVE display mentioned in the interview that the
fixed chair encouraged them to look at the front and
discourage them from turning and looking behind [1].
Therefore, the chair type seemed to have some influence on
how much the users explore the virtual environment and
how their viewing experience was. While at-home HMD
users tend to sit on a non-swivel sofa, this question could
have practical implications about how 360-degree videos
should be designed. Thus, the effect of the chair type was
the research topic in this study.

Panoramic videos have various contents, such as
documentary, narrative, horror and music/dance videos.
Researchers of the viewing experience for panoramic
videos used different types of videos. For example,
MacQuarrie and Steed [3] adopted documentary, narrative
and horror videos in their research to compare the user
experience in the HMD, the SurroundVideo+ (a CAVE-like
display with a TV focal point) and the TV conditions.
Philpot et al. [1] used an eight-minute version of the same
documentary as the stimulus and adopted interviews to
identify the similarity and difference between HMD and
CAVE displays. In the documentary that used by these
studies, one character introduced his work as a beekeeper,
acting mainly in the front part (ahead of the viewers when
the video started). These research focused on the panoramic
videos with fixed-position camera, whereas there existed
other studies using the videos with moving camera. For
example, in a study that analysed the viewing paths of the
HMD users, the 360-degree video used by the researchers
involved both static and moving camera shots [33]. At some
point, the camera accelerated and the participants’ attention
was found to be guided by the camera towards the direction
of movement. In addition, some studies used 3D models to
build the virtual environment [9,20].

2.4 Viewing Experience
2.4.1 Exploration

Kjeldskov [17] identified three categories of interaction in
virtual reality: orientation, moving and acting. Orientating
refers to the users’ looking around in a virtual environment,
which can be achieved through joystick, trackball and head
tracker. Moving means that users can move around the
virtual environment by walking in the physical space.
Acting includes the manipulation of the objects in the
virtual world, such as picking, moving, rotating and
transforming, and also the control of the overall system. In
passive CVR, the interaction only involves orientation/
rotation, which was the approach for the viewers to explore
the virtual environment.

Some researchers have explored the physiological
responses of users. For example, by using physiological
monitoring like heart rate, blood pressure and galvanic skin
response, Macedonio et al. presented that viewers’ level of
immersion moderated their physiological arousal [21].
Besides, larger screens were found to trigger greater heart
rate and skin conductance than medium and small screens
[5]. However, the use of these techniques required arousing
content with frequent cuts so as to capture orienting
responses.

It was found that viewers of panoramic videos sometimes
explored the virtual environment in order to familiarise
themselves with the surroundings and sometimes looked
around due to lack of interest in the current shot [1].
Another study indicated that when the camera was still, the
viewers freely explored the immersive video while having
their attention guided towards the direction of movement
when the camera moved. In addition, some panoramic
videos used cues like lighting [30] and binaural audio [23]
in order to guide users’ attention, although the effectivity of
these cues remained unestablished.

This study used the same documentary and narrative videos
with the research of MacQuarrie and Steed [3] among
others in order to make the results more comparable to
some extent. In these videos, main characters acted mostly
in the front part. However, as currently there are many
panoramic videos involving characters moving around or
scattering around the environment, whether these videos
were suitable for at-home HMD users with non-swivel
chairs to watch remained more questionable. Therefore, this
study included both the videos with main focus in the front
and the videos with main focus moving around.

In this study, all the experimental videos used fixedposition camera shots. Thus, users were relatively free to
explore the virtual environment rather than being mostly
guided by the movement of the camera. These kinds of
videos were also more common for CVR. As viewers in a
more swivelling chair would have less physical restriction
when rotating, they were expected to explore more during
the process of watching, while those in a more restrictive
chair were predicted to explore less.

2.3 Experimental chair

In the previous study that compared the viewing experience
among the HMD, the SurroundVideo+ and the TV, viewers
were asked to sit on a fixed chair cross all the conditions. It
was found that the TV condition did not perform better in
guiding viewers’ attention compared with the HMD
condition. Besides, the HMD users did not report greater

2.4.2 Spatial Awareness

Spatial awareness is a useful indicator for passive cinematic
viewing experience. The HMD was found to induce higher
level of spatial awareness compared with the CAVE display,
as HMD users significantly preferred natural rotations and
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could have more efficient navigation [9]. Another study also
presented that HMD performed better in enhancing spatial
awareness compared with CAVE and TV displays [3].

Through using immediate free recall tasks, Rizzo et al.
identified that the viewers of panoramic videos, on the flat
screen or in the HMD, had worse incidental memory than
those watching single frame videos on a computer monitor
[2]. This might be because that the panoramic videos
exerted additional cognitive load and distracted viewers
from the audio contents. In another study, headset viewers
also reported being distracted by exploring the surroundings
due to their freedom in viewing [26].

It was found that active exploration in the virtual
environment could enhance the performance for spatial
awareness tasks compared with passive experience in
virtual environment [13,14]. In these studies, joysticks were
what the participants used to actively explore the virtual
environment, whereas in this study, HMD enabled the
viewers to actively choose the viewing directions and
explore the virtual world. Thus, it might be similar that
those who were more active in exploring (with a more
swivelling chair) would have better spatial awareness
compared with those whose experience were passive
(restricted by a fixed chair).

In this study, participants in the more restrictive chair were
expected to explore less and thus were less likely to be
distracted from the audio contents. Therefore, it was
hypothesised that viewers in less rotating conditions would
have better incidental memory.
2.4.4 Enjoyment

It was found that the HMD provided greater display
enjoyment for certain video compared with the TV
condition [3]. Another study also indicated greater
enjoyment in HMD viewing experience over phone and
screen conditions [26]. However, these findings occurred in
display enjoyment. In these studies, video enjoyment was
found to be irrelevant to the display types, possibly more
depend on personal preferences. Therefore, in this study, no
significant difference in video enjoyment was expected to
occur among the three chair conditions.

Moreover, another study indicated that physical rotation
could be used to understand the virtual positions in
panoramic videos. When trying to learn and memorise the
routes in the virtual environment, a participant rotated her
chair to the turning direction at each crossroad and used
physical position against virtual position as a reference of
direction [4].
In this study, participants with a more swivelling chair
could explore the virtual world more easily, and their more
rotating movements might also help them better understand
their position in the virtual environment and the positions of
the objects in the virtual environment. Thus, it was
predicted that they would have better spatial awareness
compared with those in less swivelling conditions.

2.4.5 Concern about Missing Something

A problem of HMD-based videos is the lack of directional
control over the users’ viewing direction. This could lead to
participants’ fear of missing out especially when narrative
understanding was involved [3]. It was found that the HMD
users reported greater concern about whether they looked at
the right direction and whether they missed anything,
compared with the CAVE users [1].

An approach to measuring spatial awareness is the map
placement task, in which participants are asked to duplicate
the locations of objects in the virtual environment on a map
that depicts the environment. The summed Euclidean
distance from the “ground truth” (correct object placement)
to the placed point is taken as the metric for spatial
awareness. This approach has been utilised to compare
different interfaces for panoramic videos [37] and to
investigate users’ viewing experience [3].

In this study, various types of videos were selected,
including those with the characters mainly in the front and
those with several characters scattered, those with narrative
elements and those without. Therefore, it was hypothesised
that greater concern about missing something would be
found for some of the experimental videos from participants
in a more restrictive chair.

2.4.3 Incidental Memory

As a novel media for delivering information to the users,
the effectivity of panoramic videos in delivering the content
is worth investigating. This could be achieved by measuring
users’ memory. Incidental memory refers to the memories
that are unintentionally made during an experience [10]. As
the viewers of 360-degree videos do not usually memorise
the contents of the videos intentionally, their memories
about the videos are mostly incident memory.

2.4.6 Engagement

Engagement is a reflection of users’ experience in an
activity. When measuring the viewers’ engagement in
panoramic videos, a commonly-used questionnaire is
Measuring Narrative Engagement Questionnaire (MNEQ).
This questionnaire contained 12 items which were
categorised into four dimensions: narrative understanding;
attentional focus; emotional engagement and narrative
presence [27]. However, this questionnaire was specifically
aimed at measuring narrative engagement and could only be
used for videos with narrative contents. In this study,
interest was taken in users’ general engagement in the
panoramic videos. Therefore, this questionnaire was not
adopted in this study.

Participants’ memory could be tested through different
approaches including free recall, cued recall and
recognition. Free recall is to recall elements without any
reminders while in cued recall, a relative concept is
provided to assist in memory retrieval. Recognition is to
select the elements based on memory using multiple choice
questions [3].

Finlay [19] provided a theoretical framework for measuring
students’ engagement in their study. According to this
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framework, engagement consisted of three aspects:
behavioural engagement; cognitive engagement and
emotional engagement. Although this questionnaire focused
on study engagement, its dimensions of behaviour,
cognition and emotion provided some inspirations for the
aspects in which people generally engaged in an activity.
Therefore, the questions used in this study to measure
viewers’ engagement were built on these dimensions. Due
to the specific mode of interaction for panoramic videos,
viewers usually do not have behavioural interaction except
choosing their desired viewing direction and paying
attention to that direction. Therefore, behavioural
engagement was then modified as attentional engagement
in this study. As a result, this study used attentional
engagement, cognitive engagement and emotional
engagement as the theoretical framework, with questions
created based on these aspects.

research hypotheses, the participants recruited, the
apparatus and stimuli used, as well as how various aspects
of viewing experience were measured, how the experiment
was tested and improved through pilot studies and what the
experimental procedure was.
3.1 Experimental Conditions

In order to compare the influence of different chairs on
users’ viewing experience for panoramic videos, this study
adopted a between-subject experimental design. The
between-subject design was adopted to avoid practice effect
and fatigue effect, as each participant only watched the
videos in one of the three conditions.
There were three chair conditions: fixed chair, half swivel
chair and full swivel chair. The participant was allocated
randomly among the conditions.
(1) Fixed chair condition: The chair seat was fixed and
could not swivel.

As the participants in less swivelling conditions had less
freedom and would be more frequently reminded of the
physical environment by the chairs, they were expected to
pay less attention to the content and get less affected by the
emotional and cognitive information in the videos. Thus,
they were assumed to have smaller engagement than the
users who could swivel more freely.

(2) Half swivel condition: The chair seat could swivel
within 180 degrees, with 90 degrees to the left and 90
degrees to the right.
(3) Full swivel condition: The chair seat could swivel
completely for 360 degrees.

2.4.7 Simulator Sickness (SS)

These experimental chairs were built to possess different
capacities of swivelling. Two stools were used to make the
base part and the seat part respectively. The base part and
the seat part were then connected by swivel mechanisms
(Figure 1). Two swivel plates were used. One could swivel
within 180 degrees and was used for half swivel chair
condition. The other one could swivel for 360 degrees and
was used for full swivel chair condition. In the fixed chair
condition, the full swivel plate was fixed by tape to disable
it from swivelling. The legs of the chair were cut 11 cm off
in order to remove the height added by the swivel

Using HMDs could result in an individual suffering from
some issues. One acknowledged problem is the simulator
sickness (SS). It was found that HMD generated more SS
than the other display devices including desktop, projection
screen and reality theatre [29]. Besides, the characteristics
of HMDs also mattered. Moss and Muth found that the
HMD that occluded peripheral vision would trigger greater
SS compared with the HMD that allowed peripheral vision
of the physical environment [24]. There is no consensus
achieved about the cause of SS. Some researchers believed
that SS stems from the conflict between the body’s visual
and propriocentric systems [7], whereas others attributed it
to multiple causes such as individual, simulator and task
[28]. From whichever perspective, the chair type seemed to
be irrelevant with the viewers' SS. But in order to inform
the safety of the viewing experience and to understand the
users' experiences from various aspects, SS was still
measured but was expected to keep consistent across
different chair conditions
The Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) was
developed by Robert et al. [28]. This questionnaire contains
16 self-reporting items about the symptoms related to SS
and uses a four-point Likert scale for rating. It could be
divided into Nausea, Oculomotor and Disorientation subscales but was usually analysed as an overall symptom
score. SSQ is regarded as the “gold standard” for measuring
SS and is extensively used [7]. Thus, this study adopted
SSQ to measure participants’ SS for the viewing
experience.

Figure 1. Experimental chair mounted by parts from two
stools and swivel mechanisms

3. RESEARCH METHODS

This chapter will present an overview of how this study was
conducted, including the experimental conditions, the
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mechanism and the overlapped seat part. All the other
factors, such the position of the chairs, the lightness of the
room, the volume and the sequence of the videos, the
instructions, were kept the same among the three
conditions.

H6: With less swivelling chair, participants will have
smaller engagement.
H7: There is no significant difference in users’ simulator
sickness among the three chair conditions.
3.3 Participants

3.2 Hypotheses

Participants were recruited through the university mailing
list and the participant pool websites. A total of 41
participants were recruited in this study, with 19 males and
22 females. The ages ranged from 18 to 38 (mean = 24.8;
standard deviation = 4.59). Participants were randomly
allocated among the experimental conditions. In the formal
experiments, there were 14 participants in the fixed chair
condition, 13 participants in the half swivel chair condition
and 14 participants in the full swivel chair condition. The
session for each participant last for approximately 45-60
minutes. Each participant was compensated £10. This study
was approved by the UCLIC Research Department's Ethics
Chair.

Based on the reviewed literature, this study proposed seven
hypothesis regarding the viewers' experience.
H1: With less swivelling chair, participants will explore less
in the virtual environment.
H2: With less swivelling chair, participants will have worse
spatial awareness.
H3: With less swivelling chair, participants will have better
incidental memory.
H4: There is no significant difference in users’ video
enjoyment among the three chair conditions
H5: With less swivelling chair, participants will have
greater concern about missing something for certain videos.

3.4 Apparatus

This study used FOVE-DK-0 as the Head-Mounded
Display. The FOVE HMD was chosen because of its ability
to capture eye gaze data. A OSVR infra-red camera was
used for position tracking in order to correct the drift of
head tracking. The cables of the FOVE were hung through a
hanger on the ceiling in order not to restrict the participants
from rotating (Figure 2). The software used in this study
was built by the other researcher using Unity 5.6.1 (64 bit)
and ran on a Window 10 desktop system.
3.5 Stimuli

In this study, one practice video and five formal videos
were used as the stimuli. All of the videos had the
resolution of 4K. The measures and the descriptions of
these videos are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Video

Eye
gaze

Video
Enjoyment

Concern
about
missing
something

Spatial
awareness

Incidental
memory

Practice
video

×

×

×

×

×

Video 1

√

√

√

×

×

Video 2

√

√

√

√

×

Video 3

√

√

√

×

√

Video 4

√

√

√

√

×

Video 5

√

√

√

×

×

Table 1. Measures of the videos
Figure 2. The cables of the FOVE HMD were hung though a
hanger on the ceiling
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Video

Type

Duration

Description

Practice
video

Music

3m06s

A main character (singer) sang mainly in the front part. Other characters (dancers) scattered around the
background. No narrative elements involved.

Video 1

Music

3m04s

A main character (teacher) moved around. Other characters (students) scattered around the background. No
narrative elements involved.

Video 2

Narrative

4m42s

Characters (two men and one woman) mainly in the front part. Narrative elements involved.

Video 3

Documentary

5m53s

A character (beekeeper) mainly in the front part. No narrative elements involved. Audio information conveyed.

Video 4

Cartoon

2m12s

Characters (mom and baby) moved mainly in the front and the side. At some point, they moved to the back and
returned to the front quickly. Narrative elements involved.

Video 5

Dance

3m48s

Main characters (three dancers and one singer) always performed in different parts of the environment.
Narrative elements involved.

Table 2. Descriptions of the videos

These videos were adopted based on their appropriateness
for the aimed measures. For instance, in the video used for
testing incidental memory (Video 3), there was some
factual and rare-known information in the audio. The
selected questions regarding these facts had clear answers
and thus could be objectively rated. Besides, in the videos
aimed at testing spatial awareness (Video 2 and Video 4),
the scenes kept the same for a period of time, with the target
objects scattered around the environment and could
reasonably be remembered.
3.6 Measures
3.6.1 Exploration

Eye-tracking data were collected by FOVE HMD. The
distribution of eye gaze was expected to provide insights
about users’ exploring patterns during watching the videos.
The positions of eye gaze data were recorded as coordinates
of points in a rectangle which represented the
equirectangular view of the 360-degree videos (Figure 3).
The participants were instructed to start from the forward
direction and thus their original eye gaze reflected their
forward direction. The original eye gaze was later recorded
as lying on the vertical line x=2098 in the coordinate
system. The "equirectangular view" meant that the vertical
line x=4196 overlapped with the vertical axis (x=0) in the
video .
For the analysis of eye gaze data, the midpoint of the lefteye gaze and the right-eye gaze was adopted to represent
the eye gaze position at that time.

Figure 3. The rectangular in the coordinate system represented
the equirectangular view of 360-degree videos

The average rotation of the eyes away from the forward
direction was used to embody user’s extent of exploration.
It was calculated as the average of the absolute differences
between x coordinate of eye gaze position at each logged
time point and x coordinate of original eye gaze position
(x=2098).
!7

3.6.2 Spatial Awareness

participants’ incidental memory was represented as the
numbers of their correct answers.

Spatial awareness was measured with the use of map
placement tasks. The tasks were shown on the websites (see
Figure 4 for screenshots of the websites). After watching
Video 2 and Video 4, participants were asked to drag the
circles and duplicate the locations of objects in the virtual
environment on the maps. The placement tasks had
different levels of difficulty, with the selection of objects
scattered around the virtual environment as the targets.

3.6.4 Enjoyment

Video enjoyment was measured by asking the participants
to assess their agreement with the statement: “I enjoyed
watching this video” on a five-point Likert scale. This
question was asked after each video so as to test
participants’ enjoyment for each video respectively.
3.6.5 Concern about Missing Something

Participants’ performance score was represented as the
summed Euclidean distance between the placed location
and the ground truth. The scores for the objects that were
left unmoved were given the maximum error distance
among all the moved objects.

Concern about missing something was measured by a fivepoint Likert scale with two statements: “At times, I was
worried I was missing something” “My concern about
missing something impacted my enjoyment of this video”.
The summed score for these two answers was used to
represent the overall concern about missing something. This
measure was also provided after each video.

3.6.3 Incidental Memory

3.6.6 Engagement

Engagement was measured by six questions. These
questions were built on three aspects of the viewing
experience: attentional engagement, cognitive engagement
and emotional engagement, with two questions for each
aspect. Example questions include: “I focused my attention
on watching these videos” and “I tried my best to
understand what was happening in the videos”. Participants
were asked to mark the frequency of each item on a fivepoint Likert scale from “Never” to “Always”. Question 6
(“I was absent-minded during watching”) was a negatively
worded question for measuring attentional engagement and
therefore its score was reversed. The total score of the
general engagement was calculated by summing the scores
for questions 1-5 and the reversed score for question 6. The
reliability and validity of this questionnaire was examined
and factor analysis was conducted to test the dimensions.
3.6.7 Simulator Sickness

This study used Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) as
the measurement for SS. This questionnaire includes 16
items and are categorised into three dimensions – Nausea,
Oculomotor and Disorientation, whereas the total score
calculated by formula reflected the overall severity of SS
experienced by the users of virtual reality systems. The
omitted scores were set as zero [28]. In this study, both preexposure and post-exposure SS were measured. The
difference between the pre-exposure SSQ score and the
post-exposure SSQ score was used to indicate the influence
of the virtual reality system.

Figure 4. Screenshots of the map placement tasks.
Instructions read: “Drag the circles to where you believe
that object was in the room. The centre of the circle should
be as close to the centre of that object as possible.”

Incidental memory was measured with ten questions about
the audio content of Video 3. These questions possessed
different levels of difficulty, from straightforward questions
to the questions that required thinking. No cues could be
obtained from the visual display. The speakers and the
volume of the audio were kept consistent across the three
experimental conditions.

3.6.8 Semi-Structured Interview

A semi-structured interview was conducted after watching
all the videos in order to elicit conversation and gain more
insights of users’ viewing experience. The interview outline
was as follows:
[Feelings]

The questions asked about factual information and thus had
objective answers. As the answer for one question
contained three elements (queen/work/drone), correctly
answering each one of them would be given 1/3 point. The

•How do you feel in general about watching the videos?
•Were there any aspects that you feel satisfied or
dissatisfied?
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•How do you feel about the viewing experience compared
with that of traditional/flat-screen videos?

swivel mechanism added its height. Two participants
mentioned the height of the chair was unnatural. Therefore,
the extra height added by mounting was then cut off from
the chair’s legs.

[Preferences]
•Was there any of these videos that you enjoyed more or
less? Why?

An important reminder acquired at this stage was that
English levels seemed to influence the participants’
performance for incident memory test. The participants
from non-English background reported that they ignored
the audio information not because they were too focusing
on visual displays, but because they instinctively would not
pay attention to a non-mother language unless they had to
or were instructed to. Therefore, a question asking about the
participants’ English levels was then added to the
background questionnaire for later analysis.

• (Further question) Did you enjoy/ not enjoy the video(s)
because of the content or other aspects?
[Reasons for rotation and fixation]
•I noticed that you frequently/sometimes/seldom swivelled
around / turned your head, was there any reason for that?
(Based on observation)
•I noticed that you frequently/sometimes/seldom stayed at
the fixed position, was there any reason for that? (Based on
observation)

3.8 Procedure

Before the experiment, participants were allocated to one of
the three chair conditions based on randomly-generated
integers from one to three. Before the arrival of each
participant, if the random number for his/her experimental
condition was different from the previous condition, the
chair for the previous condition would be disassembled and
built again with the according swivel for the upcoming
participant.

These questions provided a general guideline and allowed
expansion according to participants’ responses. Some of the
questions were based on observation during the videowatching session. The interviews were recorded,
transcribed and analysed using thematic analysis
methodology introduced by Braun and Clarke[35].
3.7 Pilot Studies

Upon arrival, participants were asked to sit on the chair.
They were then given an information sheet about the
experiment and a consent form to fill in. Some points for
attention, such as possible simulator sickness, were
emphasised. However, the purpose of the study, which was
about the effect of the chairs, was concealed from them.
They were only told that the study was to understand their
viewing experience.

Before running the formal experiment, four pilot study were
conducted with four participants respectively to test the
stimuli and the experiment setups.
The first pilot study was done with the first participant in
half swivel chair condition. Seven potential videos were
examined, three of them were used to test spatial awareness
and two of them were for incident memory. It was found
that the participant felt stressed with too many tasks and
could predict the same kind of task later, especially for the
incidental memory test. Therefore, the number and the
sequence of the videos and tasks were then adjusted.
Another video was also changed after this study due to its
unsatisfying visual quality. These changes led to the final
five experimental videos in the formal experiments.
Moreover, as the participant asked to sit on another chair in
the room due to personal preference, this reminded the
researcher to remove all the other available chairs in the
experimental room in the formal experiments.

Next, participants were asked to complete a pre-study
questionnaire about their background information
(including gender, age, level of English proficiency,
familiarity with 360-degree video, interest in 360-degree
video and pre-exposure SS) on a laptop. After this,
participants were introduced to the experiment. They were
instructed not to stand up during watching and were told to
inform the researcher if they felt any kind of discomfort.
Several bottles of water were also prepared in case the
participants felt sickness when using virtual reality.
During the experiment, participants were instructed to wear
the FOVE HMD. They firstly completed the step of
calibration for eye tracking. After calibration, participants
then watched the practice video to reduce the novelty effect
and get familiar with watching panoramic videos with the
HMD. Following were the five experimental videos. After
watching each video, participants were told to take off the
HMD, and were given a laptop, on which they completed
the questions and tasks regarding certain aspects of their
viewing experience. The questions for enjoyment and
concern about missing something were asked after each
video, while the map placement tasks were provided after
Video 2 and Video 4, whereas the test for incidental
memory was presented after Video 3. Participants’ eye gaze
data were collected by the FOVE HMD.

The later three pilot studies were conducted to test the three
chair conditions respectively. Several points were also
identified during this stage. For example, a myopic
participant with -3.00 diopters reported the clarity as
acceptable without wearing glasses, which gave some
reference to the later myopic participants. Besides, a
participant failed to calibrate the eye gaze and it was then
found to result from loose helmet mounting. This indicated
that mounting should be tight enough to enable successful
eye gaze calibration. Moreover, the hanging cable was
tested to allow free rotation and the tracking camera was
tested to work well in correcting the drift of the eye tracker.
Additionally, as the chair was made by two stools and
swivel mechanisms. The overlapped seat part and the
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After watching all the videos, participants were asked to fill
in an overall questionnaire about their engagement and
post-exposure SS. Later, semi-structured interviews were
conducted to collect their thoughts and feelings towards the
viewing experience.
After the experiment, participants were debriefed the
purpose of this study. They were paid £10 for their
participation.
4.RESULTS

In this chapter, the results of quantitative data and
qualitative data were presented. Quantitative data from
questionnaires, memory tests, map tasks and eye tracking
were analysed with IBM SPSS Statistics 22. As the answers
from Likert scales, the scores of the memory test and the
map tasks were ordinal data, these data were analysed with
the use of Kruskal-Wallis H Test. Data from eye tracking
were ratio data and thus were analysed with one-way
ANOVA. When there was a significant difference among
the three conditions, the Bonferroni correction was applied
for further pairwise comparisons. As there were three
pairwise comparisons among three chair conditions, the
significance required for each pairwise comparison was
p<0.0167. Besides, qualitative data gained from the semistructured interviews were analysed using thematic
analysis. This chapter also provided an overview of the
identified themes.

Figure 6. Distribution of English Levels across chair
conditions
(Note: None of the participants assessed their English level as "novice")

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

There were 14 participants in fixed chair condition, 13
participants in half swivel chair condition and 14
participants in full swivel chair condition. Although efforts
were made to achieve an equal number for each condition,
participants’ cancellations and exclusion of unsuccessfullyrecorded data made the numbers of participants per
condition slightly different.
Figure 7. Distribution of levels of familiarity with 360degree videos across chair conditions

In the pre-experiment questionnaire, background
information including gender, English level, level of
familiarity with 360-degree videos and level of interest in
360-degree videos were collected. The distributions of the
participants across these features are shown in Figures 5, 6,
7, 8 respectively.

Figure 8. Distribution of levels of interest in 360-degree
videos across chair conditions

Figure 5. Distribution of genders across chair conditions

(Note: None of the participants assessed their interest level as "1")
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4.2 Viewing Experience
4.2.1 Exploration

As six participants failed in eye gaze calibration and the
data for one participant were recorded unsuccessfully in
part of the videos, their data were excluded. As a result, the
eye gaze data from 34 participants were collected and
analysed, with 10, 14 and 10 participants in fixed chair, half
swivel chair and full swivel chair conditions respectively.
The eye gaze for the practice video was also excluded.
The scatter plots of aggregated eye positions (coordinates)
provided an overview of the viewers’ exploration patterns.
The rectangle represents the equirectangular view of the
video. The points spread from the middle line (x=2098)
towards two sides reflected the viewers' eye rotations from
the forward direction towards the side and the back part
(Figure 9).

X
Figure 9. Scatter plot reflected eye rotations from the
forward direction

For the videos that encouraged exploration (e.g. Video 1),
noticeable difference in eye gaze patterns existed among
different chair conditions (Figure 10). It can be seen that
participants constrained by the chairs focused on the front
back

side

forward

side

part, while the eye gaze from those in more swivelling
chairs tended to spread their focuses towards the side and
the back part. By contrast, for the videos that had contents

back

back

Y

side

forward

side

back

Y

X

X

X

X

X

X
Figure 10. Selected scatter plots of eye positions for Video 1
(Top to bottom: fixed chair, half swivel chair, full swivel chair)

Figure 11. Selected scatter plots of eye positions for Video 3
(Top to bottom: fixed chair, half swivel chair, full swivel chair)
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mainly in the front (e.g. Video 3), the difference across
chair conditions was less obvious, as the focuses of
attention were all mainly in the front (Figure 11).

This result was partly consistent with Hypothesis 1, which
predicted that the users with a less swivelling chair tended
to explore less.

The average rotations (horizontal deviations) of the eyes
from forward were then compared across different chair
conditions using one-way ANOVA. The result showed that
there were significant differences among the three chair
conditions in exploration for Video 1 and Video 5 (Table 3).
Further Post-Hoc tests (using the Bonferroni correction)
revealed that the viewers in the fixed chair (M= 79675.9,
SD=16000.35) significantly explored less for Video 1 than
those in the full swivel chair (M= 98577.69, SD=5516.49),
p=0.011<0.0167. Users in the fixed chair (M=92045.17,
SD=11051.52) and the half swivel chair (M=97205.74,
SD=9618.98) both significantly explored less for Video 5
than those in the full swivel chair (M=109500.77,
SD=8036.42), p1=0.001<0.0167, p2=0.013<0.0167. Figure
12 shows the box plot of exploration for Video 1 and Video
5.

4.2.2 Spatial Awareness

The result of Kruskal-Wallis H Test indicated that the
difference in spatial awareness between the experimental
conditions was significant, χ2(2)=6.823, p=0.033<0.05. The
comparisons between each two conditions were examined
using Mann-Whitney Test with the Bonferroni correction.
The result of the pairwise comparisons suggested that
participants in fixed chair condition (Mean Rank=25.86)
produced significantly larger Euclidean error scores in map
placement task compared with those in full swivel chair
condition (Mean Rank=14.43), p=0.015<0.0167 (Table 4).
That meant, the participants in the fixed chair performed
significantly worse when testing spatial awareness
compared with those in full swivel chair condition.
This finding was partly consistent with Hypothesis 2, which
proposed that a restrictive chair tended to reduce the
viewers' spatial awareness.

Exploration

χ2

p

Video 1

5.148

0.012 *

Pairwise comparison

Asymp.Sig

Video 2

1.990

0.154

Fixed chair – Half swivel chair

0.467

Video 3

0.142

0.868

Fixed chair – Full swivel chair

0.015 †

Video 4

0.300

0.743

Video 5

8.753

0.001 *

Half swivel chair – Full swivel chair

0.058

Overall

2.614

0.089
†. p < .00167

*. p<0.05

Table 4. Results of pairwise comparisons for spatial
awareness

Table 3. Results of One-way ANOVA for exploration
across the three chair conditions

4.2.3 Incidental memory

As was suggested in the pilot studies, English level might
have an influence on participants’ performance for memory
test, background question about their English levels was
asked. The result showed that there existed significant
difference in the performance scores among participants
with different English levels, χ2(2)=19.339, p=0.000. The
participants who assessed their English level as
intermediate only correctly answered an average of 1.24 of
the 10 questions whereas those of advanced level only had
averagely 2.63 correct answers. By contrast, the participants
with superior English level achieved 4.90 correct answers.
Figure 13 presents the box plot of performance scores for
incidental memory test among participants with different
English levels.
Figure 12. Box plot of exploration for Video 1 and Video 5
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4.2.4 Enjoyment

Answers for enjoyment were also analysed with KruskalWallis H Test. The result showed that there was no
significant difference in video enjoyment for all the videos
except Video 3, which reached a marginal significance,
χ2(2)=5.801, p=0.055. The result is shown in Table 5.

Figure 13. Box plot of performance scores for memory test
among participants with different English levels

Considering this, only participants of superior English level
were selected to analyse the incidental memory. There were
22 filtered viewers, with 7 in fixed chair condition, 8 in half
swivel chair condition and 7 in full swivel chair condition.

Video
Enjoyment

χ2

Asymp. Sig

Video 1

1.583

0.453

Video 2

0.536

0.765

Video 3

5.801

0.055 *

Video 4

4.520

0.104

Video 5

0.260

0.878

Overall

3.852

0.146

*. p≈0.05

Table 5. Results of Kruskal-Wallis H Test for video
enjoyment across the three conditions

The outcome of Kruskal-Wallis H Test suggested that the
difference in incidental memory among the three conditions
reached significance, χ2(2)=6.823, p=0.042<0.05. Further
pairwise comparisons indicated that participants in fixed
chair condition (Mean Rank=15.86) performed significantly
better in memory test compared with those in half swivel
chair condition (Mean Rank=7.44), p=0.014<0.0167.
Figure 14 shows the box plot of performance scores for
incidental memory test among different chair conditions,
from participants with superior English level.

Pairwise comparisons found that participants in a half
swivel chair (Mean Rank=27.23) tended to have greater
enjoyment for the Video 3 than those sitting in the fully
swivel chair (Mean Rank=16.82). This result was also
marginally significant, p=0.023. This result is shown with
the box plot in Figure 15.
This outcome was inconsistent with Hypothesis 4, as no
difference was expected to occur in video enjoyment among
different chair conditions, although the significance was
marginal.

This result suggested that the participants with a more
restrictive chair tended to have better incidental memory. It
was partly consistent with Hypothesis 3.

Figure 14. Box plot of performance scores for memory test
among participants with different chair conditions

Figure 15. Box plot of enjoyment for Video 3
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4.2.5 Concern about missing something

4.2.6 Engagement

The result demonstrated a significant difference in concern
about missing something for Video 5, χ2(2)=8.811,
p=0.012<0.05 (Table 6). Pairwise comparison with the
Mann-Whitney Test and the Bonferroni correction found
that participants sitting on a fixed chair (Mean Rank=27.68)
had a significantly higher level of concern about missing
something for Video 5 compared with those sitting on the
full swivel chair (Mean Rank=14.36), p=0.006<0.0167.
Figure 16 provides the box plot of concern about missing
something for Video 5. This result partly accorded with
Hypothesis 5.

As the questionnaire for viewers’ engagement in panoramic
videos was created in this study, its reliability and validity
was examined.

Concern
about
missing
something

χ2

Video 1

0.375

0.829

Video 2

0.679

0.712

Video 3

1.535

0.464

Video 4

1.162

0.559

Video 5

8.811

0.012 *

Overall

2.034

0.362

The internal consistency reliability was checked using
Cronbach's alpha. The score for question 6 was reversed as
it was a negatively worded question. The result of reliability
analysis showed that the Cronbach's alpha was 0.601.
Among all the items, the question 4 (“I felt sad when I
didn't catch up with the information in the videos”) reduced
the total reliability (Table 7). Therefore, this item should be
deleted. After deleting this item, the Cronbach's alpha
became 0.752 and was acceptable.

Asymp. Sig

*. p≈0.05

Items in
Questionnaire for
Engagement

Cronbach's Alpha if

EngageQ1

.507

EngageQ2

.511

EngageQ3

.469

EngageQ4

.752

EngageQ5

.493

Reserved EngageQ6

.552

Item Deleted

Table 7. Internal consistency reliability test
Table 6. Results of Kruskal-Wallis H Test for concern about
missing something across the three conditions

Validity was then tested using Pearson Product Moment
Correlations. The outcome suggested that almost all of the
correlation values between each two items as well as
between each item and the total score reached the
significant level (Table 8). Therefore, the validity of this
questionnaire was also acceptable.
Factor analysis was conducted to test the dimensions of the
questionnaires. The result indicated that there only existed
two principal components (Table 9) and they could together
account for 71.993% of the total variance.
The first component was made of question 1 (“I enjoyed
watching the videos”), question 3 (“I focused my attention
on watching the videos”), question 5 (“I tried my best to
understand what was happening in the videos”) and
question 6 (“I was absent-minded during watching”). The
second component only contained question 2 (“I learnt
something from the videos”). Considering the features of
these questions, the component 1 was named as
“Absorption” while the component was named as
“Acquisition”. This will be discussed later in the next
chapter.

Figure 16. Box plot of concern about missing something
for Video 5

The score for “Absorption” was calculated as the sum of the
scores for question 1, 3, 5 and the reversed score for
question 6, while the score for “Acquisition” was simply
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Pearson Correlation
EngageQ1

EngageQ2

EngageQ3

EngageQ5

EngageQ6

Total
Engagement

EngageQ1

EngageQ2

EngageQ3

EngageQ5

EngageQ6

Total Engagement

1

.397*

.525**

.502**

-.425**

.762**

.010

.001

.001

.006

.000

41

40

41

41

40

1

.388*

.276

-.155

.691**

.013

.081

.334

.000

40

41

41

40

1

.592**

-.449**

.766**

.000

.004

.000

40

40

40

1

-.592**

.764**

.000

.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

41

Pearson Correlation

.397*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.010

N

41

41

Pearson Correlation

.525**

.388*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

.013

N

40

40

40

Pearson Correlation

.502**

.276

.592**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

.081

.000

N

41

41

40

41

41

40

Pearson Correlation

-.425**

-.155

-.449**

-.592**

1

-.672**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.006

.334

.004

.000

.000

N

41

41

40

41

41

40

Pearson Correlation

.762**

.691**

.766**

.764**

-.672**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

40

40

40

40

40

40

*. p<0.05. **.p<0.01

Table 8 Validity testing - Correlations among the items

Raw

Rescaled

Component

Component

1

2

1

EngageQ6

-.681

-.849

EngageQ5

.621

.834

EngageQ3

.442

.691

EngageQ1

.540

.675

EngageQ2

1.167

2

.983

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Table 9. Factor analysis - Rotated Component Matrixa

Figure 17. Box plot of engagement among the chair conditions
4.2.7 Simulator sickness

the score for the question 2. The score for the general
engagement was the summed score of the two components.
The analysis result with Kruskal-Wallis H Test suggested
that although the users in more swivelling chairs seemed to
engage more, the difference did not reach the significant
level. The box plot of this result is show in Figure 17. This
result was inconsistent with Hypothesis 6, as it was
predicted that the chair would influence users' engagement
levels.

Wilcoxon Test was used to compare the difference between
the pre-exposure SSQ score and the post-exposure SSQ
score, through which no significant significance was found
between these two responses (p=0.211). This suggested that
the experiment and the viewing experience were safe for
the participants.
Besides, Kruskal-Wallis H Test was used to examine the
difference between pre-exposure and post-exposure SSQ
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scores (changed SSQ) among the three chair conditions.
The result suggested that there existed no significant
difference among the chair conditions in terms of the
changed SSQ, χ2(2)=0.045, p=0.978. This is consistent with
Hypothesis 7 in this study, as it was assumed that the no
difference in changed SSQ scores would appear due to the
effect of the chairs. The box plot of the changed SSQ
among the chair conditions is presented in Figure 18.

turn that way. The dancers keep moving. I just fail to
follow.” (P3; Half swivel chair condition)
“I cannot really turn around and looked behind me because
of the chair. It’s, like, annoying…especially when the main
focus moved behind. I cannot really follow the
actions.” (P12; Fixed chair condition)
This difficulty to follow the movement of the characters
increased their concern about missing something, especially
for Video 1, 4 and 5, which involved the main characters
moving around. Among them, Video 5 involved main
characters always performing in different directions at the
same time and it was most frequently mentioned, especially
by those in fixed chair condition and half swivel chair
condition, to increase their concern about missing
something.
“It (Video 5) was annoying because they were consistently
moving around, like, really really quickly. And I did
definitely miss things with that.” (P6; Fixed chair condition)
“It (the chair) was a bit annoying and also made me miss a
bit of details. This was especially apparent when I’m doing
the nom one (Video 4).” (P8; Fixed chair condition)
For the videos in which the main characters were mainly in
the front and the side part, this concern was reduced.

Figure 18. Box plot of SSQ scores among the conditions

“The bees, it’s mainly that guy there, so I’m not really
missing that much. But in the cartoon, the baby jumped
around and I found I need to try to quickly turn the
chair.” (P2; Half chair condition)

4.3 Semi-Structure Interview

Interviews were analysed using thematic analysis to capture
patterns of the viewing experience from interview
transcripts. In order to identify the differences among
different experimental conditions, information related to the
impact of the chairs was paid special attention to. Through
thematic analysis, four themes were established: physical
discomfort; difficulty to follow movements; reduced
orientation; guided attention.

“It’s mainly in the side (Video 2). So you won’t concern
there is anything behind you.” (P32; Half swivel chair
condition)
4.3.3 Reduced orientation

It was identified that the participants' movements of turning
around helped them to memorise the locations of the
objects. For example, P31 ( in full swivel chair condition)
mentioned that “It (the object in the map placement task)
should be here...I remember I turned to this side and it was
here.”

4.3.1 Physical discomfort

Most of the participants in the fixed chair condition and half
swivel chair condition reported discomfort when turning
their bodies and heads. This discouraged them from
exploring more contents of the videos.

Therefore, the viewers with more rotating movements
might have better spatial awareness because of this. By
contrast, those in more restrictive chair lacked this
assistance and could have reduced orientation.

“It’s kind of annoying to twist my back…It isn’t comfortable
when twisting around.” (P6; Fixed chair condition)
“It required too much effort to turn around. I didn’t want to
move. It’s not healthy for my necks.” (P18; Half chair
condition)

4.3.4 Guided attention

Participants, especially those in fixed chair and half swivel
chair condition, focused mainly on the front part. With the
chair guiding them to the forward position, they seemed to
feel being given a direction when surrounded by too much
information.

“It was uncomfortable when I tried to to look at the very
behind…and even to looked at the other side. So I didn't do
much of that.” (P30; Half swivel chair condition)
4.3.2 Difficulty to follow movements

Participants with the fixed chair and the half swivel chair
found it difficult to follow the movements of the characters
in the videos, especially when the characters moved quickly
or frequently.
“Because this chair cannot go, like, in a full circle.
Sometimes I need to turn this way and sometimes I need to

“There are too much information. I don’t know where to
look at, so I just look at the front.” (P7; Fixed swivel chair
condition)
“Someone popped out here and that guy popped out there. I
don’t know. They wanted to me to explore. But they are way
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too much…I just focused on the central part.” (P11; Fixed
swivel chair condition)

restrictive chairs tended to explore as much as those free-torotate viewers.

Some of the viewers believed that the front part could
provide most of the important information, so there was "no
need to turn around or look behind" (P21; Half swivel chair
condition) Similarly, P35 (in half chair condition) believed
"everything is going to happen in front of you.”

Moreover, participants in a fixed chair also suffered from
greater concern about missing something for Video 5. It
was assumed by previous study that a fixed chair might
provide a partial guidance for the users and thus reduced
their concern about missing out when using HMD [3].
While this could be true, the videos in their study had the
main characters mainly in the front. In this study, the
greater concern occurred in Video 5 where the main
characters were moving around. Therefore, possible
explanation could be that when the fixed chair provided a
partial guidance for the viewers and when the positions of
the main focus was consistent with the guidance, viewers’
concern about missing something was reduced (as in
previous study). By contrast, when the positions of the
characters were inconsistent with the guidance of the chair,
the viewers’ fear of missing out was increased (as in this
study).

5. DISCUSSION

This study aimed to explore the influence of the chair types
on users’ viewing experience for 360-degree videos. In
order to achieve this, three types of chairs were build in
order to examine the effect in a consistent manner. The
chairs were built with stools and swivel mechanisms and
were cut off the height added by mounting so as to make it
inconspicuous. To guarantee the randomness, the condition
for each participant was allocated based on randomlygenerated numbers. Thus, chairs were disassembled and
assembled frequently between experiments. This brought
large amount of work but the randomness and fairness was
guaranteed. Four pilot studies were conducted to test the
materials and the setups of the experiments while 41
participants were recruited for the formal experiments, with
45-60 minutes per session. For the formal experiments, one
practice video and five experimental videos were adopted,
together with the questionnaires for background
information, incidental memory, enjoyment, concern about
missing something, engagement, pre-exposure and postexposure SSQ, and the tasks for spatial awareness. Besides,
eye-tracking data were collected and semi-structured
interviews were conducted. Quantitative data and
qualitative data were analysed. The findings obtained will
be discussed in this chapter.

A noticeable point was that participants in a fixed chair had
greater concern about missing something than those in a
full swivel chair for Video 5 but not for Video 1, although
these two videos both involved the characters moving much
in the background. There were some potential explanations.
Firstly, there was one main character in Video 1 who led
viewers’ attention whereas there were two or three main
focuses sometimes in Video 5. Viewers in all of the three
conditions could all have greater fear of missing out for
Video 5. However, the fear was amplified for fixed-chair
users. This might be because that when facing several
choices about the focus of attention, the users in full swivel
condition could just choose one and mainly follow it in
order to reduce their concern. By contrast, in the fixed char
condition, the chair implicitly guided the users to look
forward. While different characters could move to the front,
they kept reminding the fixed-chair users that there were
different choices for focus of attention. Thus, these viewers
were not that free in choosing and following one focus.
They might just be confused and thus suffered from greater
concern about missing the information than the full-swivelchair viewers. Another possible explanation was that while
there were almost no narrative elements in Video 1, Video 5
conveyed an emotional love story through dancing which
involved narrative understanding. As it was suggested that
when requiring narrative understanding, participants would
feel more concern about missing out [3]. The viewers in the
fixed chair felt harder to follow the movements (indicated
in the interviews) and thus harder to follow the narrative.
Therefore, their concern about missing out for this video
was further enhanced. However, as these two videos also
had different contents, simply comparing their features of
movements and narratives might not be very convincing but
some inspirations could be drawn from these aspects.

The analysis of eye tracking data suggested that a restrictive
chair discouraged exploration for certain videos. To be
specific, participants with a fixed chair explored
significantly less for Video 1 than those in full swivel chair
condition whereas viewers in a fixed chair and a half swivel
chair both explored significantly less for Video 5 compared
with those in a full swivel chair. This was partly consistent
with the hypothesis 1. While Video 1 and Video 5 both
involved main characters moving around, the viewers in
restrictive chairs would feel uncomfortable and difficult to
follow the movements of the characters, as indicated in the
interviews, and thus explored less. While a fixed chair
discouraged rotation for both Video 1 and Video 5, the half
swivel chair only significantly restricted the exploration for
Video 5. This might be because in Video 1, there was one
main character moving around and led users’ attention, so
users were encouraged to follow. By contrast, in Video 5,
there were several main characters, making the restriction
of chairs more influential. When the users in restrictive
chairs were not easy to follow nor was there a guidance
encouraged them to follow, they might just give up
exploring more of the environment. On the other hand, for
Video 2, Video 3 and Video 4 where most contents were
focused in the front and the side part, the viewers in the

These findings could provide some practical implications
for the designers of 360-degree videos. When creating the
panoramic videos for at-home HMD users who are most
likely to sit on a non-swivel sofa, the video producers
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should consider the extent to which the movements of the
characters should be involved. Some movements could be
used. For example, in Video 4 where the main characters
mainly moved in the front and the side part but seldom to
the back part, viewers were encouraged to explore more. In
this video, the participants in more restrictive chairs did not
explore significantly less. They explored almost the same
with those in a full swivel chair, that meant, their
exploration was not constrained by the chairs. Thus, this
amount of movement could be acceptable. By contrast, in
Video 1, viewers in a fixed chair explored significantly less
than those in a full swivel chair, whereas in Video 5, not
only the viewers in a fixed chair explored significantly less,
but those in a half swivel chair were also constrained in
their exploration compared with the full-swivel-chair
viewers, and furthermore, those in a fixed chair suffered
from greater concern about missing something than the
viewers in full swivel chair condition for this video.
Therefore, the creators of panoramic videos should not try
to encourage the viewers to explore too much, as some
information that they aim to convey may not be able to get
through to the users due to their reduced exploration.
Moreover, it could lead to the users’ increased concern
about missing something and influence their viewing
experience. This should be paid attention especially when
the video creators plan to convey narrative information, as
the viewers’ fear of missing out would be further enhanced
by the required narrative understanding. Therefore, the
video producers need to consider carefully about how to
design the movements and the positions of the characters,
and how much information and what kind of information
should be involved in the 360 degree videos.

that the audio of Video 3 was informative and they learnt
much from it. The participants in the half swivel chair
condition paid more attention to the audio content and thus
were more likely to find the video informative and enjoyed
this video more. By contrast, those who sat on a full swivel
chair were distracted by exploration and did not pay much
attention to the audio content. Excluding the audio part, this
video did not involve much information in the visual
displays and thus just exploring the visual environment
could not provide much enjoyment for the participants in
full swivel chair condition. However, the participants in the
fixed chair were not found to enjoy more than those in half
swivel chair condition. A possible explanation could be that
too much focus on the audio was boring. The combination
of informative audio and exploration to a certain extent
worked best in providing enjoyment for this video.
However, eye tracking data did not support significantly
less exploration in more restrictive chairs for this video.
This might be because that the main character was mainly
in the front. Even if the users explored more or less, the
difference was not very significant, which was further
reduced by averaging all the rotations. As this video was
relatively long (5m53s), calculating the average of all the
eye rotations could weaken the difference to a large extent
and make it not statistically significant. This could also be
seem from eye gaze comparison in Figure 9. When there
was a large amount of eye gaze data and when they were
mostly in the central part, the difference between the
deviant extents could be greatly reduced. Another potential
explanation was that participants in different chairs might
indeed explore the same. But the viewers in half swivel
chair condition just paid more auditory attention to the
audio information and thus obtained more enjoyment.
According to Multiple Resource Theory, the visual attention
and auditory attention required resources from different
modalities and would not be influenced by each other [6]. It
was possible for the users in half swivel chair condition to
explore the same visually while paying more auditory
attention to the audio.

Additionally, it was found that the participants with a fixed
chair performed worse in terms of spatial awareness
compared with those in full swivel chair condition. This
might be caused by that the restriction of the fixed chair
discouraged the participants from exploring the
environment and obtaining spatial sense of the locations
from physical movements, like what was indicated in a
previous study [17] and in the interviews. Besides, this
could also be because the objects tested in the map
placement tasks were scattered all over the virtual
environment, with some of them in the side and back part,
the participants might fail to notice or pay less attention to
these objects. Considering this, when designing the
panoramic videos, if there is requirement for spatial
orientation or if spatial information is aimed to convey,
producers should consider the at-home viewers’ reduced
spatial awareness and think about how to provide some
kinds of assistance to support their spatial recognition or
orientation.
Moreover, participants in half swivel chair condition had
marginally significantly greater enjoyment for Video 3
compared with those in full swivel chair condition. This
might be because that compared with the full swivel chair,
the half swivel chair discouraged the users from exploring
and thus the users paid more attention to the audio content
of this video. Some participants mentioned in the interviews

Another finding in this study seemed to be consistent with
this result. Video 3 was also the video for testing incidental
memory and it was found that the participants in the fixed
chair had better incidental memory than those in the half
swivel chair after excluding the effect of their English
levels. It might have the same explanation that the fixed
chair encouraged the users to focus on the audio
information while the half swivel chair encouraged more
exploration and thus distracted the users from the audio. As
memorising the information required more cognitive
resources than just listening, it might be more likely to be
influenced by exploration. This finding was also consistent
with a previous study which suggested that participants’
memory performances were poorer for panoramic videos
than for single frame videos possibly because the
panoramic videos added cognitive load to distracted them
from memorising the audio unintentionally [2].
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However, a problem for this finding was that only the
participants who assessed their English level as superior

were selected for the analysis of incidental memory. As a
result, there were only 7-8 participants for each condition,
making this result less convincing. Nevertheless, excluding
participants with disadvantageous English levels seemed to
be important – the influence of English levels on their
scores for the memory test was highly significant
(p=0.000). Besides, as some participants mentioned in the
interviews, the man’s voice in the video for testing memory
was not clear. This could make it even harder for the
viewers with weaker English capacities to understand the
audio information.

chair conditions. While it might be due to the
appropriateness of the questionnaire, it was also possible
that the chair indeed have little influence on the viewers'
engagement. As the nature of the consumption of
panoramic videos, the users' viewing process was passive
and could only involve very low level of engagement.
Moreover, researchers suggested that the viewers’
engagement with panoramic videos was influenced largely
by whether they were interested in the video contents [1].
The influence of the chairs on the users’ engagement might
be too subtle to be found.

Considering the finding that the fixed-chair users had better
incidental memory, if the video producers designed the
video contents to be mainly in the front part, some
information could be conveyed through the audio because
at-home users would grasp more of them. This indicates
that the panoramic videos might be increasingly useful for
purposes of education and advertising, as more and more
users are using HMDs at home. Moreover, as was found
that the half-swivel-chair viewers but not fixed-chair
viewers had greater enjoyment for the same video than fullswivel-chair users, it seemed that informative audio would
provide greater enjoyment when combined with slight
exploration. Therefore, if the producers intend to provide
greater enjoyment, then they could design the videos to
encourage slight exploration. However, if their focus is to
convey audio information, it seemed better not to encourage
exploration as this might distract the viewers from the audio
and reduce their memory for the audio information.

Furthermore, by conducting semi-structured interviews
after the viewing sections and analysing the scripts with
thematic analysis, four themes about the restrictive chair
conditions were extracted: physical discomfort; difficulty to
follow movements; reduced orientation and guided
attention. These provided insights regarding the viewing
experience of the restrictive-chair users compared with the
free-to-rotate users. The viewers sitting in the fixed chair
and the half swivel chair felt uncomfortable to turn their
head or twist their back. This seemed to explain why they
explored less especially for the videos that had information
around them or behind them. The constrained chairs also
made them harder to follow the movements of the
characters, causing them to feel more worried about
missing the information in the videos. However, this
concern would not appear when the main focus of the video
was in the front or the side part. This might explain why
they suffered from significantly greater concern about
missing out than the full-swivel-chair users for Video 5
(which involved characters moving around) but not for the
other videos. Besides, they felt harder to obtain spatial
information possibly because they did not have physical
movements to provide additional information or/and they
failed to notice more objects in different parts of the virtual
environment. The assistance from physical movements to
the virtual orientation seemed to be consistent with
Dalvandi’s experiment, in which a participant used physical
position against virtual position as a reference of direction
[4]. Moreover, the viewers were seemingly guided by the
chairs to the forward direction when there was too much
information and they did not know where to look at. They
also believed that the forward part could provide most of
the important information. The guided attention from the
fixed chair was also suggested by the interviews in a
previous study in which the participants mentioned that the
non-swivel seat encouraged them to look to the front [28].

In addition, viewers’ engagement was also measured by a
self-made questionnaire. The questionnaire was found to
possess acceptable reliability and validity after removing
one of the items. However, factor analysis suggested there
were only two components. The first component might be
described as “Absorption” as it seemed to focus on the
viewers’ being absorbed in the videos and engaging in their
emotion, attention and cognition. The second component
might be named as “Acquisition” because it was about
obtaining information. These division was inconsistent with
the theoretical framework which the questionnaire was built
on. However, as this framework was originally built for
study engagement, this inconsistence was understandable.
The current division of “Acquisition” and Absorption”
seems to describe the passive viewing experience better.
“Absorption” is a lower level of engagement by which the
viewers put some attention, emotion and cognitive efforts
when watching the videos. By contrast, “Acquisition” is a
higher level of engagement by which the viewers not only
put cognitive efforts but also succeed in acquiring
information. This finding might reveal a possible
framework that would suit the passing viewing experience
for measuring general engagement. However, as testing a
questionnaire would require large number of participants,
the participants involved in this study do not seem enough
to make the results convincing.
In terms of the comparison in engagement among the
conditions, no significant difference was found across the
!19

Overall, based on the findings, this study provided some
implications for designing 360-degree videos aimed at
home users. For example, encouragement for exploration to
some extent could be included while too much or too
frequent movements of the main characters should be
avoided, especially for the videos that are intended to
involve narrative elements. Besides, audio information
seemed to be better remembered for the restrictive-chair
viewers. It would provide greater enjoyment when
combined with moderate exploration but would be easier to
remember when combined with less exploration. In

addition, more support for spatial recognition seemed to be
required as at-home HMD users tended to have worse
spatial awareness.

Future work could examine the effect of the chairs with
larger numbers of participants. Specially, if memory is to be
tested, participants’ English levels need to be considered.
Besides, this study created the questionnaire for general
engagement in panoramic videos but only examined it with
limited number of participants. Future research could
consider examining it in a larger scale. What is more, as
indicated in this study, many elements of the videos could
influence users’ viewing experience, such as the movements
and the positions of the characters, the narrative elements,
the audio and so forth. Further studies could focus on
specific elements, comparing more similar videos with and
without these elements in order to control the variables in a
stricter manner. Moreover, this study only suggested that
exploration to an appropriate extent could be encouraged
while too much exploration should be avoided. However, it
was not examined specifically how much extent would be
suitable and how much would be excessive. Conducting
research on the specific range would provide more practical
guidance for the creators of panoramic videos. However,
the appropriate extent of exploration would depend on the
contents and the purposes of the videos. Therefore, further
research regarding this topic need be cautious about the
selection of the videos and the design of the experiments.

6. CONCLUSION

This study explored the effect of the chair type on HMD
users' viewing experience for 360-degree videos. Three
types of chairs were built, with different swivelling
capacities. Various metrics were examined though
methodology of eye tracking, questionnaires, tasks and
semi-structured interviews. The key findings in this study
were as follows.
(1) Participants in fixed chair and half swivel chair
conditions explored less for certain videos compared with
those in full swivel chair condition.
(2) Participants in fixed chair condition had worse spatial
awareness than those in full swivel chair condition.
(3) Participants in fixed chair condition had better
incidental memory than those in half swivel chair condition.
(4) Participants in half swivel chair condition had greater
enjoyment for certain video than those in full swivel chair
condition.
(5) Participants in fixed chair condition had greater concern
about missing something for certain video than those in full
swivel chair condition.
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(6) There was no significant difference in terms of
engagement among the three chair conditions.
(7) There was no significant difference in terms of
simulator sickness among the three chair conditions.
(8) Through semi-structured interviews and thematic
analysis, four themes were established about the restrictive
chairs: physical discomfort; difficulty to follow movements;
reduced orientation and guided attention.
Based on these findings, this study implied the features that
the at-home HMD users were likely to have. These features
could be taken into consideration by the designers of the
panoramic videos in order to provide better user experience
and to achieve their design purposes.
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APPENDIX 1: INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORMS

1A - Information Sheet

1B - Consent Form

the UCLIC
the UCLIC Research Department's Ethics Chair
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APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONNAIRES

2A - Background Information Questionnaire

2B - Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ)
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2C - Questions for Concern about Missing
Something

2F - Questions for Incidental Memory

2D - Question for Video Enjoyment

2E - Questionnaire for Engagement
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW OUTLINE

APPENDIX 4: PARTICIPANTS RECRUITMENT POSTER

[Feelings]
•How do you feel in general about watching the videos?
•Were there any aspects that you feel satisfied or
dissatisfied?
•How do you feel about the viewing experience compared
with that of traditional/flat-screen videos?
[Preferences]
•Was there any of these videos that you enjoyed more or
less? Why?
• (Further question) Did you enjoy/ not enjoy the video(s)
because of the content or other aspects?
[Reasons for rotation and fixation]
•I noticed that you frequently/sometimes/seldom swivelled
around / turned your head, was there any reason for that?
(Based on observation)
•I noticed that you frequently/sometimes/seldom stayed at
the fixed position, was there any reason for that? (Based on
observation)
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